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Alice Sheppard (NY)
Visiting Artist 

DESCENT
AUG. 25 - SEP. 8

Kota Yamazaki (NY/Japan)
Visiting Artist 

Darkness Odyssey
NOV. 9 - 22

David Neumann (NY)
Returning Choreographic Fellow

Because Science
NOV. 25 - DEC. 3 // JUN. 2018 (TBA)

Ralph Lemon (NY)
Living Legacy Artist & Returning Choreographic Fellow  
Saturnalia
JAN. 1 - 8

Rosie Herrera (FL)
Visiting Artist 
Make Believe
JAN. 15  - FEB. 1

Ann Carlson (CA)
Living Legacy Artist

Dumbo Redacted
FEB. 12 - 23

Rosy Simas (MN)
Partnership Project: McKnight Artist Fellow

Weave
FEB. 26 - MAR. 4  //  Solo Residency: JAN. 7 - 13

Jumatatu Poe (PA)
Visiting Artist

Let’em Move You
MAR. 4 - 17  //  Site Visit: OCT.  13 - 15

Rashaun Mitchell & Silas Riener (NY)
with Claudia La Rocco (CA)
Visiting Artists 
Desire Lines: translation
MAR. 17 - 31

Juliana May (NY)
Visiting Artist

Repulsion
MAY. 12 - 24

Maggie Allesee National Center for Choreography//

2017-18 Schedule

The School of Dance is committed to taking a 
proactive approach to talking about and exploring 
ways in which our art can facilitate ways of 
processing, healing, and addressing mindsets and 
stereotypes that are considered “other” by society. 
This fall we were honored to have a dynamic 
Forum led by representatives Inam Sakinah 
and Gabrielle Stratiotis from the #PowerofWe 
campaign along with a presentation from Amber 
Hampton of FSU’s Center for Leadership and 
Social Change. Students have since taken up 
various initiatives and conversations, including 
designating and taking the steps to make 
Montogomery Hall a “safe space.”

In the Spring, the School of Dance partnered 
with student groups Community Arts Initiative 
(CAI) and #PowerOfWE to create an audience-
driven interactive dance experience for the FSU 
community entitled, Dance with #PowerofWe: 
Embody Inquiry. The three entities collaborated 
to curate a dynamic, interactive, community-
driven artistic exploration of diversity. The goal 
was to engage the FSU community in meaningful 
dialogue about the complexities of our human 
story: discrimination & prejudice, impressions 
& assumptions, progression & regression, and 
gender identity & gender expression.

Continuing with this commitment, the School 
of Dance also offered a unique interdisciplinary 
course combining the research and perspectives 
of two of our Spring guest artists—Darrell 
Jones and pearl ubungen—along with School of 
Dance faculty member Jawole Willa Jo Zollar. 
“Resistance and Liberation: An Exploration 
through the Body” was open to students across 
campus. “Liberatory Practices” integrated 
embodied/experimental research as a tool for 
exploring cultural issues and stimulating social 
change. This interdisciplinary class took new 
approaches to bring herstory/history, current 
social justice movements, cultural traditions, 
and subtle embodied practices into close 
proximity in order to investigate the larger 
“body politic” of our communities. 
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During her time in residence at the FSU School of Dance 
this spring, Visiting Faculty pearl ubungen, a widely-
acclaimed interdisciplinary artist, developed a new work 
inspired by Ed Mock. ubungen worked with the dancers to 
find precision and playfulness in their musicality through 
improvisation. ubungen, along with a group of students, 
also created an outdoor site specific pre-show work 
centered around one of the five Buddha families, Padma. 

This year’s magazine celebrates the deep and 
rigorous artistic research agendas pursued 
by faculty and students. The national and 
international recognition they regularly receive 
are testimony to the excellence of Florida State 
University School of Dance. We should take a 
moment to remind ourselves, however, why the 
work of FSU School of Dance is so critical to the 
work of ‘being’ in contemporary global society. I 
am reminded of the following quote: 
 
 “The arts have the capacity to persuade, 
subvert, celebrate and confront; to challenge 
the status quo; to act as powerful cultural 
agents; to establish an individual’s aspirations, 
to help people learn to appreciate differences 
and to construct coherent value systems. The 
arts constitute a distinct network of knowledge, 
with its own language and procedures, which 
enable us to describe, understand and engage 
in different forms of experience.”

(http://www.elia-artschools.org/elia/manifesto)

Although written nearly twenty years ago by 
the European League of Institutes of the Arts, it 
serves to reaffirm that the role of artist, educator 
and global citizen is guided by enduring values 
that are shared.

One of my duties as Chair is to shepherd 
the School of Dance through perpetual (re)
evaluation of the questions “Why is what we do 
important?”, “Are we doing what we say we are 
doing?”, “Are we serving the students?”, “Are 
we serving the Art?” and “How, through the 
Arts, are we serving the common good?”. These 
questions need to be mindfully balanced while 
measuring the destabilizing reality of shifting 
financial resources during a globally volatile 
political climate. 

School of Dance faculty began this year with 
three days of faculty retreat dedicated to the 
articulation of our core values and a thriving, 
living strategic plan that seeks to address 

these questions fully. This work is essential to 
our commitment to shared governance and 
collaborative problem solving. It reminds us of 
the foundation by which we govern ourselves, 
mentor our students and serve our art in service 
to our global citizenship. To that end, faculty 
have crafted first drafts of our core values that I 
would like to share with you here: 

• Guided by former chair Dr. Nancy Smith 
Fichter’s motto, “Do it with love,” we honor 
past legacies, current practices, and future 
possibilities.

• We support the whole person through 
integrated, humane, rigorous education to 
encourage self-sustaining, lifelong learning 
and development.

• We value respectful dialogue while grappling 
with ongoing complexities of working across 
differences.

• We cultivate innovative artist-scholars who 
engage in critical thinking, articulate making 
and doing, and integrated practices fueled 
by curiosity.

• We believe perseverance is fundamental 
to process-oriented creative research and 
support methodologies that involve both risk 
taking and rigorous planning. 

Florida State University School of Dance is a 
unique place. We are bound together by common 
purpose. And we don’t do the work because of 
lucrative return, but for the love of the work we 
do. So my friends, from Nancy Smith Fichter to 
me to you: “Do it with Love”.

 Joséphine A. Garibaldi
Chair, FSU School of Dance

Chair’s Letter

YEAR IN REVIEW 

Florida State 
University 
School of Dance



The School of Dance (SOD) had a record seven MFA concerts 
this season. In expanding the MFA degree requirement from an 
MFA thesis concert to an MFA project, students had the latitude 
to move beyond the proscenium stage. It was exciting to see the 
breadth and scope of the work presented and the SOD is happy 
to see how this continues to push the students’ artistry. 

Megan Carvajal presented her MFA thesis concert, Once Upon 
a Home, as a site-enhanced live dance performance at Lichgate 
Tree on High Road. Amanda Sierdazki presented Fangirl & The 
Liner Notes at the Warehouse, a popular hang-out spot and club 
on Gaines Street. She weaved together dance, original poetry, 
and music for an interdisciplinary dance performance that utilized 
the venue and structure of a rock concert to build an immersive, 
participatory atmosphere. Gabriel Williams capitalized on the 
Thesis Project option to present “Moving Together: Lecture 
Demonstration and Film Exploring Dance Partnering.” He 
presented a Ted-X style lecture and Contaction, a screendance 
choreographed, shot, edited, and directed by Williams. Alayna 
Lee and Heather Boni utilized the Black Box Theater to create 
a life-size maze for audience members to travel that represents 
the blueprint of a brain coping with dementia and offered their 
work in an in-the-round style showing which provided each seat 
with a unique viewing experience.



In addition to an exciting MFA concert series, 
the annual Days of Dance and Evening of Dance 
concerts showcased choreography from some of 
the guest artists the SOD was able to work with this 
year. In the fall, Visiting Professor André Zachery 
choreographed a new work, Webbed Fugues, to 
an original composition by Jeremy Toussaint-
Baptiste and music from Flying Lotus & Kendrick 
Lamar. Zachery taught dance technology courses 
and contributed to the modern faculty rotation 
during his time with SOD. 

Jawole Zollar restaged excerpts from her Bessie 
Award winning piece, Walking with Pearl…Southern 
Diaries, on the students. Originally performed 
by Zollar’s company Urban Bush Women in 
2005, the work includes original choreography 
by Pearl Primus staged by Kim Bears, as well as 
choreography by Zollar. Zollar restaged the work 
for FSU students with rehearsal assistance from 
visiting faculty and FSU alumnus Darrell Jones 
and Cheri Stokes (MFA, 2017). 

During FSU’s Homecoming, School of Dance and MANCC 
welcomed back Maggie Allesee with a special alumni 
reception in her honor. Maggie Allesee endowed the 
choreographic center over a decade ago and continues 
to support. 

 Dr. Tom Welsh was presented with the 2016 International 
Association of Dance Medicine & Science (IADMS) 
Education Committee Dance Educator Award. 



  

FSU in NYC is a unique semester-away program 
that introduces students to the professional 
dance world, not as tourists, but as working 
members of the inner community. Program 
Director Dr. Sally Sommer and Assistant Director 
Alessandra Larson work with students to design 
an experience that supports students’ finding 
and exploring their artistic voice in a mentored 
and structured setting. Anchored by fully 
accredited core courses, the students spend a 
semester in New York City figuring out how to 
negotiate the city and dance while working in 
carefully selected internships that help them 
assess how they might fit into the field. Students 
attend a variety of performances and events that 
immerse them in NYC’s arts and culture. This 
teaches them to use the city as an arts resource, 
and to begin the serious networking that gives 
them confidence for the future. The program 
is open to both FSU and non-FSU Seniors and 
Graduate students who are interested in the arts, 
successfully accommodating dancers, visual 
artists, art historians, and arts administrators. 

Kayla McClellan (BFA, 2017) states: 

 “My participation in FSU in NYC 
provided growth and greater curiosity in both 
my artistic and academic endeavors. The sheer 
abundance of NYC’s different perspectives 
challenges all the skills you have, or want 
to have. It encouraged me to take risks that 
opened unimaginable doors.”  

Notable guests have included Monica Bill Barnes, 
Nora Chipaumire, Bill T. Jones Abigail Levine, 
Elizabeth Streb, Celia Rowlson-Hall, etc. Recent 

Students 
Work, Dance, 
& Live in NYC

Left: Kayla McClellan in Times Square during her time in FSU in NYC

Suzanne Farrell, the Francis Eppes Professor of Dance, staged 
an excerpt of celebrated choreographer George Balanchine’s 
work Stars and Stripes. Farrell, a muse of Balanchine, was able 
to impart in-depth personal knowledge of the work giving cast 
members the remarkable occasion to learn directly from one 
of the preeminent ballerinas of the twentieth century. Students 
were given the opportunity to take class and rehearse alongside 
company members of The Suzanne Farrell Ballet. The dancers 
performed The Second Campaign from the patriotic themed 
work, which is set to marches by composer John Philip Souza. 

FSU’s Friends of Dance and Allies4Art presented Paint Around 
Gala & Auction 2017 in the William Johnston Building Atrium. 
It was a huge success, raising nearly $20,000 in support 
for students in the School of Dance and Departments of Art 
and Art Education at Florida State University. MA candidate, 
Meagan Helman, kicked off the Paint Around with an opening 
Sponsor Reception exhibiting her Thesis project The Still 
Point: A Collaboration of Photography and Choreography in 
the gallery space of the William Johnston Building. 

Above: Cast of George Balanchine’s Stars and Stripes as restaged by Suzanne Farrell for School of 
Dance’s An Evening of Dance.

Left: Dancers Kayla McClellan and Jasmine Booker pose during the 2017 Paint Around Gala & Auction.



Internship experiences have included Dance/
NYC, Movement Research, Brooklyn Arts 
Exchange, Actor’s Fund, The Kitchen, Battery 
Dance Company; as well as the production/
performance of two dance events—at NYC’s 
High Line, a park in the sky, and Chez Bushwick, 
an arts center in Brooklyn. Depending on what is 
going on in the city, each year guests may vary, 
internships will differ, shows and performances 
will change. By the end of the experience, 
students have grown in their artistry. 

Following her FSU in NYC semester, Kayla 
collaborated on and produced two works 
at independent spaces in Tallahassee, 
choreographed a piece for School of Dance’s 
Days of Dance, and capped off her year with 
an acceptance to the MFA Dance Science 
program at the Trinity Laban Conservatoire of 
Music and Dance in London. 

Kayla McClellan observes, “Before [FSU in 
NYC], I might have waited for opportunities to 

be presented to me— I now make opportunities. 
The momentum does not end here. I have 
learned that life is a whirlwind and feel lucky 
to have been swept up in that flurry with the 
intelligent, tenacious, and kind individuals I 
can hold on to.”

Past participants of the FSU in NYC program 
have gained regular employment from their 
internships, having developed working 
relationships with artists and organizations 
they met during their time in NYC that create 
future collaboration projects. Overwhelmingly, 
students return to their home school with a 
greater sense of artistic voice, independence, 
and confidence.

For more information about the FSU in NYC 
program, please visit: 
dance.fsu.edu/programs-2/fsu-in-nyc/

Amanda Ayo (BFA, 2017) is currently taking 
classes at FSU with the School of Business 
to finish her second degree in Business 
Management. She interned with the Tallahassee 
Ballet for her business internship and has 
joined the The Tallahassee Ballet Company. 
Amanda worked with School of Dance faculty 
Ilana Goldman over the summer for a Doug 
Varone choreographic intensive. 

Heather Boni (MFA, 2017) recently moved to 
Orlando, Florida and has been interviewing for 
jobs. She is hopeful to receive a job working 
in the Education Department with a focus on 
community engagement and outreach. 

Megan Carvajal (MFA, 2016) is currently 
dancing with BC Dance Co. and recently had 
her first performance at Miami Lights Projects 
Here and Now 2017. She is teaching Reformer 
Pilates at Sensory Fitness and South Miami 
Physical Therapy. Megan is training to become 
a Bar Instructor at The Bar Method where 
she also works the front desk. Megan has 
been accumulating PT observation hours to 
apply for Physical Therapy School. She was a 
collaborator at MANCC’s Forward Dialogues, 
receiving a full scholarship to Greedy Pumpkin 
Head Projects’ Summer Intensive. Megan was 
selected as an Emerging Choreographer at 
SCD’s Summer Intensive. 

Ross Daniel (MFA, 2017) working for Urban 
Bush Women as the Stage Manager and Sound 
Supervisor for the 2018 tour of Hair & Other 
Stories. Ross also worked collaboratively with 
current MFA student Sarah Rose, (MFA, 2019) at 
MANCC Forward Dialogues Choreographic Lab. 
This, along with a choreographed solo, will show 
at WAXWorks Showcases in December of 2017.

Meagan Helman (MA, 2017) will be the School 
Director for the Tallahassee Ballet, an adjunct 
faculty at FSU teaching Dance Photography in 
the spring, and will continue as the photographer 
for the School of Dance. Meagan will also be 
working with Gwen Welliver over the next year as 
a collaborator for an upcoming project.  

Kayla McClellan (BFA, 2017) will be attending 
the Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and 
Dance in London, England in the fall. McClellan 
will work toward earning her MFA in Dance 
Science while continuing to train and perform 
in contemporary technique. 

Shabria Mosley (BFA, 2017) will be working at 
Fort Myers Middle Academy as the academy’s 
dance teacher beginning in the Fall. Over 
the summer she worked as a summer camp 
counselor and took classes at Miami-Dade 
College (where she received her A.A.)

Farewell and Congratulations
Class of 2016-2017



Dance in Paris will return in Summer 2018 
after a one year hiatus. This program, run in 
conjunction with FSU International Programs, 
will be under the new leadership of Anjali 
Austin. Anjali has a history of performing art 
experiences at Paris’ Champs-Élysées and 
Théâtre du Châtelet. Ms. Austin considers this 
particularly poignant as she begins to craft the 
program for the upcoming summer 2018.

The Dance in Paris program is open to all FSU 
undergraduate and graduate dance majors, 
as well as non-FSU dance majors pending 
the appropriate approval. This program is 

designed to immerse the dance enthusiast in a 
unique program of studying the combination of 
technique classes at various dance académies 
and conservatories in Paris, along with a course 
in special topics related to various areas of dance 
history. This program will also include visits to 
cultural sites along with guided, self-guided, and 
student-designed walking tours to further explore 
the role of dance history in Paris.

For more information, please contact Anjali 
Austin at aaustin@fsu.edu or visit:
dance.fsu.edu/programs-2/fsu-dance-in-paris/

Anna Patsfall (MFA, 2017) worked on new work 
for Kentucky Ballet Theatre that premiered 
in early August in Lexington, KY. In the fall, 
she will join the faculty of Western Kentucky 
University’s Department of Theatre and Dance 
as Assistant Professor. 

Herman Ramos (MFA, 2016) will be starting 
as an adjunct dance faculty professor at Santa 
Fe College and Saint John’s River College in 
Gainesville, FL this upcoming fall. Herman also 
got married in June!

Amanda Sieradzki (MFA, 2017) was given 
the opportunity to be part of the Three Week 
School Staff at the American Dance Festival 
this season in Durham, NC. As a newly Atlanta-
based choreographer, she joined the faculty at 
Expressions in Motion Dance as an instructor 
of ballet, jazz, hip-hop, and creative dance. She 
continues to freelance as the feature writer 
for the Council on Culture and Arts and the 
Tallahassee Democrat. 

Mikaila Ware (BFA, 2017) spent the summer 
in New York interning with Dance/NYC. She 
was selected by the Arts and Business Council 
of New York (ABC/NY) for their Diversity 
in the Arts Leadership Internship Program 
(DIAL). Mikaila is also apprenticing with a 
dance company called Johnnie Cruise Mercer/
TheREDprojectNYC.
 
Gabe Williams (MFA, 2017) thesis film 
Contaction has been accepted to 3 film festivals 
so far in Newfoundland, Scotland, and Southern 
California. Contaction just won the Front and Main 
Dance Film Festival in Southern California! Gabe 
will be adjunct faculty in the FSU School of Dance 
beginning in the fall. Gabe will be presenting 
at both NDEO and IADMS this fall and setting a 
piece on the Tallahassee Ballet. He taught and 
choreographed at the Perry Mansfield Performing 
Arts School and Camp again this summer in 
Colorado, he performed at Gibney Dance in NYC 
as part of Doug Varone’s Devices Workshop with 
Amanda Ayo in choreography by Ilana Goldman.

Dance in Paris

Making a 
Difference at FSU 
and in the Greater 
Tallahassee 
Community

The Community Arts Initiative, more commonly known as 
CAI, is a student run organization with the mission to provide 
enriching artistic opportunities for interested students, 
faculty, and staff of Florida State University to engage 
with the Tallahassee community. CAI has quickly become 
a defining entity within the School of Dance and local arts 
community and was awarded the FSU Organization of Year 
in 2016! With collaboration and community at the heart of 
CAI’s mission, this organization endeavors to build strong 
connections between Florida State University students and 
the greater Tallahassee community. 

Ilana Goldman, a CAI co-advisor, shares the importance of 
continuing the legacy of CAI in our community by stating:

 “What the CAI members are learning is extremely 
valuable for them as young artists entering the field. The 
climate of the dance and art scene today is different than in 
the past. The old model of expecting audiences to only see 
dance and art by entering a theatre or a museum is becoming 
more and more rare. Engaging with the community is now 
an integral part of every arts organization, not only because 
it helps with funding, but it demonstrates the power of art 
to connect people and change lives.”

You can keep updated on the latest CAI happenings and projects 
by visiting their Facebook page, facebook.com/fsudanceCAI.

Above: CAI members performing at the 621 Gallery Annex in Railroad Square. 

In only two short years of the 
organization’s establishment, 
they have developed and 
hosted over 45 large scale 
artistic projects, worked in 
collaboration with over 20 
community organizations 
and local artists, accumulated 
over 10,000 total volunteer 
hours, and reached over 
15,000 community members! 
Some of their annual projects 
include:

• Presentation of 
choreographic works at 
the Florida Wildflower 
Foundation Annual Benefit

• First Friday dance 
improvisational scores 
performed at 621 Gallery 
in Railroad Square

• Performing artists in the 
Mask Parade with local 
artist Linda Hall

• Girl Scout Dance Patch Day

• Children’s Week 
Interactive Dance 
Experience at the State 
Capitol (5,000+ children 
present)

• Lighting the Darkness: 
An Evening to Remember 
Lives Lost to Suicide with 
Big Bend Hospice

• Senior dance classes for 
Osher Lifelong Learning 
Institute (OLLI)

• CAI Annual Halloween 
Flashmob

• Dan Dancer Sky Art 
collaboration in public 
schools

• Leadership Tallahassee 
Tour and Dance Class



FSU Alum 
Nominated 
For The Bessie 
Awards
The College of Fine Arts and School of Dance would like 
to congratulate alumni Lela Aisha Jones, Yeman Brown, 
Maria Bauman, Nia Love, and Jawole Willa Jo Zollar for their 
nominations and participation in the 2017 Bessie Awards.

The Maggie Allesee National Center for Choreography 
(MANCC), a dance residency site housed within FSU’s 
School of Dance, which hosts nationally significant artists 
in residencies throughout the school year, would also like 
to extend congratulations to several former resident artists 
recognized in this year’s Bessie Award nominations.

Left: Alum Lela Aisha Jones | Flyground, Photo by Scott Shaw

ABOUT THE NOMINEES
 
Alum Lela Aisha Jones 
(MFA, 2004) is nominated 
for Outstanding Emerging 
Choreographer. She has since 
founded FlyGround, a multi-
initiative platform that houses 
collaborative creative projects.

Alums Maria Bauman (BFA, 
2002) & Nia Love (MFA, 1992) 
are involved in the ensemble 
of The Skeleton Architecture 
or Future of Our Worlds by 
Eva Yaa Asantewaa. The 
ensemble is nominated for the 
Outstanding Performer Award. 

Alum and Faculty Jawole Willa 
Jo Zollar is nominated for her 
choreography contribution to 
A 24-Decade History of Popular 
Music by Taylor Mac. Zollar was 
among the team nominated 
in the Outstanding Music 
Composition/Sound Design 
category for this work. Zollar has 
earned an MFA from the School 
of Dance and is currently the 
Nancy Smith Fichter Professor 
of Dance and Robert O. Lawton 
Distinguished Professor at 
Florida State University.

Alum Yeman Brown (BFA 
2013) is nominated in the 
category of Outstanding 
Performer for his role in Reggie 
Wilson’s Citizen, a work that 
was developed in a MANCC 
residency. Brown began his 
tenure with Wilson as an FSU 
student during a residency in 
2013. Since graduation, Brown 
has been a part of Wilson’s Fist 
and Heel Performance Group. 
Both Watt and Brown have 
returned to FSU in subsequent 
MANCC residencies.

ALUMNI UPDATES



25th Anniversary Benefit Concert. Elizabeth 
has choreographed and performed in National 
Choreography Month (NACHMO) in NYC 2016, 
with Emily Wolfe. She was also invited to perform 
as a guest artist with Ascendence Dance Chicago, 
in May 2017, for their show Anarchy.

Jessica Ray Herzogenrath, PhD (MA, ADS 2009) 
received an invitation to participate in the Newberry 
Library’s National Endowment for the Humanities 
(NEH) Summer Institute, “Making Modernism: 
Literature and Culture in Chicago, 1893-1955,” 
for summer 2017 towards work on her book 
manuscript: Dancing American-ness: Folk Dance 
as Americanization in Chicago, 1890-1940. She was 
also awarded a Peter Rollins Travel Grant for early-
career faculty to present her paper “Why Not Dance 
in History: Using Popular Dance in the US History 
Surveys” at the Popular Culture Association/
American Cultural Association annual meeting in 
San Diego on a panel with FSU SOD faculty member 
Jen Atkins. Jessica continues to teach in both the 
dance and history departments at Sam Houston 
State University in Huntsville, Texas. 

Rebecca Krumel (MFA, 2016) is currently on 
the faculty board and the Director of Ballet 
for Artistry Dance Alliance in Tallahassee. She 
is also on faculty and Director of the Worship 
Ensemble for Wildwood Ballet. Krumel is a 
certified GYROTONIC® Method Trainer practicing 
in Tallahassee.

Paige Melvin (MFA, 2013) lives in Altadena, CA 
where she is an adjunct dance professor at Chaffey 
College, Rio Hondo College and Pasadena City 
College teaching ballet, modern, jazz, dance history 
and Pilates. She also works as an independent 
contractor choreographing musicals for high 
schools in Southern California. Her work has 
been honored at the state capitol in Sacramento 
for California Youth in Theatre day for the past 
two years. Paige got married in July and her 
bridesmaids were fellow alumni 13’ grads, Harper 
Addison, Jenna Del Monte and Mary Schindler. 

Bhumi B. Patel (MA, ADS 2014) graduated from 
Mills College in Oakland, California with an MFA in 
the Spring of 2017. During her first year at Florida 
State University she earned her Intermediate 
Certification in Labanotation with Patty Phillips 
and is now restaging Anna Sokolow’s Kaddish as 
part of the culmination of her MFA in Dance. Bhumi 
presented her paper, “From Isolation to Collective 
Hope: Cross-Cultural Transmission of Tikuun-
olam in Anna Sokolow’s Rooms” at the 2016 
CORD/SDHS Conference: “Beyond Authenticity 
and Appropriation: Bodies, Authorship, and 
Choreographies of Transmission.” In addition, 
Bhumi currently works for Hope Mohr Dance, a San 
Francisco-based post-modern dance company, as 
Company Manager, and for Nancy Karp + Dancers, 
modern dance company based in Emeryville, as 
Assistant to the Director.

Mary Schindler (MFA, 2013) works for STREB, INC 
in Williamsburg, Brooklyn where she is the Registrar 
for the Kid PopAction school and the Director 
of Marketing and Administrative Relations. She 
has worked with STREB since she moved to New 
York in September of 2013. At SLAM, she also 
has the opportunity to teach and assist classes 
regularly both in the kid and adult programming. 

Adele Switzer (BFA, 2015) works at the 
Movement Exchange as a Panama Fellow. She 
assists the Program Director in the management 
of the 501(c)(3) non-profit Movement Exchange 
while living in Panama City, Panama. Adele 
manages a network of 1,000+ dance diplomats 
committed to international and domestic dance 
service. In addition, she promotes the use of 
dance as a tool for cross-cultural understanding, 
civic engagement, social equality, and creative 
expression through marketing efforts; works to 
increase the number of Movement Exchange 
university chapters across the United States; and 
teaches a variety of dance classes to children 
in orphanages and at-risk youth foundations in 
Panama in order to optimize students’ creative 
development and personal expression.

Harper Addison (MFA, 2013) is the Founder and 
Director of The Iteration Project, an international 
creative process community for artists working 
in any discipline. The Iteration Project was 
mentioned in the April 2017 edition of Dance 
Magazine. Harper is an Adjunct instructor at 
Walters State Community College and teaches at 
the Dancers’ Studio, Studio Arts, and has her own 
open community classes. She has also worked as a 
guest Artist with GO! Contemporary Dance Works, 
a youth contemporary company in Knoxville, TN.

Annette Barcelona (MFA, 2016) is a full-time 
ballet dance teacher at San Diego School of 
Creative and Performing Arts in San Diego, CA.

Mary Rebekah Bartos (BFA, 2016) works at The 
Tallahassee Ballet as the Community Outreach 
Coordinator. In this role, Bartos is in charge of all 
community outreach for The Tallahassee Ballet 
and The Tallahassee Ballet School including the 
DanceChance Program.

Diane Cahill Bedford (BFA 2003, MFA 2010) 
completed her third year as Clinical Assistant 
Professor in the Dance Science Program at Texas 
A&M University. Diane presented her original 
choreography The Outlawing of Insult with co-
choreographer Alexandra Pooley and her 
lecture, “Documenting Dance: A Beginner’s 
Guide to Quality Video and Photos.” Diane 
published Dance in Many Form,  a preliminary 
e-textbook with Kendall Hunt for Dance 
Appreciation courses and traveled to Hong 
Kong China to present “Developing the Use 
of Imagery in Dance Technique Training: 
A Movement Session” at the International 
Association for Dance Medicine and Science 
(IADMS). She completed her service as Chair of 
the Performance Committee at the TAHPERD 
Conference in Galveston, TX. Diane taught 
master classes during the ACDA South-Central 
conference, presented new choreography at 
TAMU, and traveled on behalf of the department 
as Director of Recruiting for TAMU Dance. She 

also served on the TAMU Faculty Senate and 
was awarded the Richard Stadelmann Faculty 
Senate Service Award for her work in helping to 
write and develop a proposal for a new cultural 
diversity course requirement at TAMU. Diane 
and her husband welcomed their second child 
to their family.

Kaityln Christensen (MFA, 2014) works for 
the South Georgia Ballet as a Dance Teacher, 
Rehearsal Coach, Administrative Assistant, and 
Marketing Assistant. She social media blasts, 
newsletters, newspaper articles about upcoming 
events & shows, promo videos, and coordinates 
the summer workshops. Christensen teaches 
16 classes a week and choreographs for all the 
major shows, 3 per year; warms up dancers before 
shows; and ensures all the dances are ready for 
the final production.

Patsy Gay (MA, ADS 2011) is currently completing 
an MS in Library Information Science at the Pratt 
Institute. She works at Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival 
as an Associate Archivist. Gay also works as the 
Archivist for Pick Up Performance Co(s) and worked 
intensively on David Gordon’s multifaceted Live 
Archiveography project, which includes an exhibit 
at the New York Public Library for the Performing 
Arts entitled David Gordon: Archiveography “Under 
Construction” ; live performances at ODC in San 
Francisco and The Kitchen in NYC entitled Live 
Archiveography; and a website at davidgordon.nyc.

Elizabeth Homick (BFA, 2015) is currently a 
Community Actionist at Gibney Dance and an 
Administrative Assistant at the American Youth 
Dance Theater. She performs and facilitates 
assemblies in middle and high schools all over 
NYC with Gibney Dance Company’s violence 
prevention initiative for young people, Hands 
are for Holding.  Elizabeth is also continuing 
her dance videography and editing with Gibney 
Dance’s Digital Technology Initiative, as an Art-
To-Tech Intern. In 2016, she was invited and 
performed with Gibney Dance Company for their 



Dr. Jen Atkins 
wins 2017 Jules 
and Frances 
Landry Award
In Spring 2017, Jen earned a Small Grant Program award 
from FSU, which enabled her to complete her solo book 
project, New Orleans Carnival Balls: The Secret Side 
of Mardi Gras, 1870-1920. Published by LSU Press and 
winner of the 2017 Jules and Frances Landry Award, the 
book explores the relationship between identity and dance 
through the backdrop of secret society tableaux balls during 
New Orleans Mardi Gras, from Civil War to World War I.  The 
Jules and Frances Landry Award is presented annually to 
the LSU Press book published during the year which, in the 
judgment of the Press, constitutes the most outstanding 
achievement in the field of southern studies.
 
In New Orleans Carnival Balls, Atkins draws back the 
curtain on the origin of the exclusive Mardi Gras soirees 
that began after the parades rolled through, unseen by 
the general public. Using the concept of dance as a lens 
for examining Carnival balls, Atkins delves deeper into 
the historical context and distinctive rituals of Mardi Gras 
in New Orleans.  She has worked to present readers with 
a new means of thinking about Carnival traditions, and 
situates dance as a vital piece of historical inquiry and a 
mode of study that sheds new light on the hidden practices 
of some of the best-known krewes in the Big Easy.

Dr. Jen Atkins continued to 
serve as the Graduate Program 
Director for the 2016-2017 
school year and as faculty within 
the dance studies area. Dr. 
Atkins also served as co-chair for 
the Dance & Culture area of the 
Popular Culture Association/
American Culture Association 
joint National Conference, 
presenting her research “From 
Ballet to Beyoncé: Pop Culture in 
the Dance Studies Classroom” 
in San Diego at the April meeting. 

Atkins is currently co-editing 
a two volume anthology, 
Perspectives on American 
Dance: The Twentieth Century 
and Perspectives on American 
Dance: The New Millennium, 
with colleagues Dr. Sally R. 
Sommer and Dr. Tricia Henry 
Young. This project, being 
published by University 
Press of Florida, will be 
released in early 2018. Also 
in Spring, Dr. Atkins earned 
tenure and was promoted 
to Associate Professor 
beginning in the 2017 
academic year. To wrap 
up the year, Jen presented 
a series of dance history 
lectures about performing 
American-ness, identity, and 
diversity in concert and social 
choreographies for the FSU 
Summer Dance Intensive.

FACULTY UPDATES



for learning and evaluation. Some of the highlights 
this year were graduate recruiting efforts, working 
with FSU in NYC, planning the Suzanne Farrell 
Young Dancers Workshop and the 3 week Summer 
Intensive. La Toya really has a passion for community 
engagement through the arts and is especially 
proud of the outreach program established with the 
Thomasville Community Center.  La Toya served as 
a grant review panelist for the Council on Culture and 
the Arts and co-advisor for the student organization 
Community Arts Initiative. La Toya continues her 
research on using the arts to engage community 
and collecting oral histories of the early Black 
practitioners of African Traditional Religions in the 
United States.  

Joséphine A. Garibaldi continues to serve as 
Chair of the SOD and as an individual artist/
scholar. Garibaldi was awarded a $20,000 Arts 
& Humanities Program Enhancement Grant 
(AHPEG) from the FSU Council on Research 
and Creativity in support of Phase II of Laptop 
Performance Laboratory/Modular Play (LPL/
MP). For the past year, LPL/MP artist collaborators 
from Australia, Canada, Latvia, and across the 
U.S. have been collaborating in real time in virtual 
space to create text, movement, sound, music, 
and visuals for a much larger work. Phase II of 
LPL/MP consists of a three-week residency at FSU 
and then national and international performances 
during 2018 and 2019. Garibaldi  premiered the 
original collaboratively devised work, Land of 
the Pick and Choose, for Evening of Dance and 
was honored with a Diversity and Inclusion 
Certificate by Florida State University’s Center 
for Leadership and Social Change. Presentations 
throughout the year include: “Considering Issues 
of Diversity in Dance: The Curriculum and the 

Community” with Joan Karlen, at the conference 
of the National Association Schools of Dance, 
“Diversity & Inclusion: Where Are We Now?” at 
the Council of Dance Administrators, “Dialogic 
Devising: Collaborative Creation of Community-
Based Performance” at the Nordic University 
Winter Conference “Practicing Communities: 
Transformative Societal Strategies of Artistic 
Research” in in Saxnas, Sweden with her co-
artistic director of Callous Physical Theatre, 
Paul Zmolek. Callous Physical Theatre was in 
residence at the Cultural Centre Vanha Paukku in 
Lapua, Finland and Serde Interdisciplinary Artist 
Center in Aizpute, Latvia creating new works in 
performance, sound, video and environmental 
installations.

Tim Glenn was a guest artist at UNC Charlotte, 
where he served as documentation director for 
the reconstruction of Paul Taylor’s lost work 
Tracer (1962) in conjunction with the Paul Taylor 
Dance Foundation. While at UNC, Glenn offered 
master classes and a two-week intensive course in 
documentation techniques incorporating hands-
on activities related to Tracer’s reconstruction 
process. Glenn was invited to participate in 
the University of Wisconsin–Madison’s 90th 
Anniversary Celebration as the first dance degree 
program in the country. In April, he served on 
dance education and dance technology panels, 
showcased stage works involving projection 
design in the Interrelated Arts & Technology 
exhibit, and presented his 2011 work Ragged, with 
Jenna Del Monte (MFA, 2013). Glenn’s curricular 
initiatives for the year included designing a new 
MFA course entitled “Screendance Composition,” 
the expansion of “Dance & Video” to include a 
full semester in projection design, and revising 

Bamboula (Cleo Parker Robinson Dance, 2014), 
Cry You One (Mondo Bizzaro, 2013), The Burnin’ 
(Progress Theater, 2012), and Party People 
(UNIVERSES, 2011).  

Her success in the concert dance world is 
complimented by her impact and demand in the 
commercial arena working with artists: Usher 
Raymond, Chrisette Michele, Grammy Award-
winner Bill Summers (Los Hombres Calientes), 
Lord Jamar (Brand Nubian), Tekeitha Wisdom 
(Wu-Tang), celebrity photographer Jonathan 
Mannion and staging opening acts for artists like 

Dave Chappelle (Tallahassee Civic Center) and 
Angélique Kidjo (National Black Arts Festival). 
She choreographed the feature film, Scary Movie 
5, and served as choreographer for Walt Disney 
Creative Entertainment’s Frozen: Live at the 
Hyperion development workshops (Disneyland).

Johnnie says, “I consider myself a culture 
bearer, choreographer, scholar and world 
citizen. Dance is my practice, my study and it 
is my research, in it I’ve learned the beauty and 
necessity of versatility.”

Anjali Austin focused on choreographic 
research and creative practices while on 
sabbatical. Anjali based herself in the San 
Francisco Bay area where she partook in a self-
initiated choreographic mentorship project with 
choreographer and Lines Contemporary Ballet 
Company Artistic Director, Alonzo King. Aspects 
of her research included: observing Mr. King in 
rehearsals and creation of new work, interacting 
with him on creative processes, attending Lines 
company performances, and engaging with 
dancers, administrators, and supporters of the 
organization. In conjunction with this research, 
Ms. Austin choreographed and premiered two 
new works: Sunday’s Child, a solo developed on 
Pittsburgh, PA native and FSU alum Maria Caruso, 
and Suite, a work to the music of jazz legend Mary 
Lou Williams commissioned by the Tallahassee 
Ballet Company. Anjali’s activities for the year 
included: presenting a lecture on Black classical 
ballet dancers and teaching GYROKINESIS® at 
San Francisco State University, performing her 
solo work Live Oak at San Francisco’s PianoFight 
Theatre, and conducting GYROTONIC® teacher 
training courses in San Francisco, CA, Phoenix, 
AR, Oklahoma City, OK, Atlanta, GA, and 
Jacksonville and Pensacola, FL. Additionally, Ms. 
Austin was elected to serve as President-elect of 
CORPS de Ballet International. 

Rodger Belman continues his interest and 
research in dance reconstruction and creating 
works in collaboration with visual arts. Recipient 
of a 2016 COFRS grant for the reconstruction of 
world-renowned choreographer Dan Wagoner’s 
White Heat, Belman travelled to London to 
research the work that Wagoner set on London 
Contemporary Dance Theatre in 1991. While in the 

UK, Belman met with abstract painter and FSU 
Professor Emeritus Trevor Bell with whom Belman 
collaborated in 2014 on The Trevor Bell Project and 
Time and Tides. Their second collaboration, Bell & 
Belman, will happen this fall at the FSU Museum 
of Fine Art. Belman reconstructed and staged 
an excerpt of his work Fate (2006) on dancers 
at the University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley in 
December during a one-week residency. His short 
film made in collaboration with Rhonda Klevansky, 
Dan Wagoner: Life, Dance, and the Ephemeral, was 
shown as part of the keynote address by Glenna 
Batson, PT, ScD, MA in November at The First 
National Symposium for Dance and Well-Being: 
Collaboratively Advancing Research and Practice 
in Toronto. 

Ansje Burdick represented MANCC at the Alliance 
of Artists Communities, where MANCC hosted 
the panel “Untapped Resources: Partnering 
with Universities.” In addition to supporting 
13 residencies this past year, she oversaw 
the implementation of MANCC’s inaugural 
choreographic lab program, MANCC Forward 
Dialogues, and worked closely with the director in 
evaluating MANCC’s pilot program that embeds 
cultural writers in artist residencies.
 
Chris Cameron documented 13 residencies and 
the inaugural choreographic lab program, MANCC 
Forward Dialogues. Cameron also explored 
possible new approaches to the MANCC video 
archive with choreographer Michelle Ellsworth 
and writer Claudia LaRocco. See mancc.org to 
view the videos published this year. 
  
La Toya Davis-Craig completed her first year at the 
School of Dance and really used this time as a year 

  

VISITING FACULTY

Millicent Johnnie, a native of Lafayette, LA, 
received both her BFA and MFA in dance at 
Florida State University. She toured as resident 
choreographer and rehearsal director of the 
Urban Bush Women in New York City and 
has served as a choreographer for the New 
York City Opera, U.S. Cultural Ambassadors 
of Music, The Krannert Performance Arts 
Center, and notable directors Peter Sellars, 
Rhodessa Jones and Chey Yew, to name a 
few. In her role as a designer, Millicent has 
made significant creative contributions on 
several nationally awarded projects, including 

Millicent 
Johnnie



Hannah Schwadron recently completed her 
third year in the School of Dance, which saw 
the publication of two essays in the Oxford 
Handbooks on Dance and Politics and on Music, 
as well as, an article for the online journal, 
“Dancer-Citizen.” She awaits the publication 
of her book on Jewishness, dance, and humor 
by the Oxford University Press and her dance 
film Klasse was screened at several dance and 
film festivals across the country. She presented 
papers at CORD + SDHS and Popular Culture 
Association conferences, including an essay 
on her mentor, Susan Rose in advance of a 
symposium on the choreographer’s artistic 
legacy. She was an invited member of the Jewish 
Choreographer’s Lab at the Conney Conference 
on Jewish Arts and a guest performer in the 
Bay Area dance Gutsy Series. She presented 
research on the subject of “Dancing Exile” UC 
Riverside and Stanford University. In December, 
Hannah traveled to Hamburg, Germany to build 
on research dealing with experiences of exile 
past and present. This summer, with the support 
of the COFRS research grant, she deepens the 
performance project in Germany. She continues 
to find inspiration in her students, their projects, 
and the rich worlds of art, culture, and natural 
beauty in Tallahassee.

Russell Sandifer once again spent some time at 
the Eisenhower Theatre of the Kennedy Center 
with The Suzanne Farrell Ballet and Urban 
Bush Women. He is also back on the board 
of The American College Dance Association 
and presented a class on dance lighting at the 
southeastern regional conference. 

Sally R. Sommer Ph.D.  directed the 14th 
annual FSU in NYC program: 15-weeks 
immersion in the New York City dance scene, 
combining scholarship/mentorship for both 
SOD and Visual Art students. Sommer 
continued her service as a member of the 
BESSIES committee. She served on two 
national educational panels in NYC; her film, 

Check Your Body at the Door was shown at two 
House Dance conferences (Spain and Sweden); 
and was a consultant for Amsterdam’s 
Don’t Hit Mama producing organization. She 
published one article on voguer “Willi Ninja” 
for DanceSpace Project’s Platform Publication 
series, one book chapter on “African-American 
Contributions to American Vernacular Dance 
1700-1940,” Historia de la Danza (Mahali 
Press, Valencia, 2017);  another chapter, 
“Gregory Hines, from Time Step to Timeless” in 
America Dancing, a Library of America Anthology 
(December 2017); and a chapter, “9/11 Changed 
the Way They Saw It; Everybody Jumped Into 
the Pool” for the New Millenium volume in 
forthcoming (Winter 2017), and a two-volume 
anthology, Perspectives on American Dance, 
which Sommer co-edited with Professors Jen 
Atkins and Tricia Young, covering  dance in the 
20th and 21st centuries.

Gwen Welliver finished her second year as 
Assistant Professor in the School of Dance. In 
addition to teaching Choreography, Directing for 
choreographers, Composition, Senior Capstone 
Project, and technique courses, she is overseeing 
four MFA thesis projects and mentoring both 
undergraduate and professional artists’ research 
around the country. Highlights from her year 
include technique and composition workshops at 
the American Dance Festival, Gibney Center (NYC), 
Movement Research (NYC), and FSU in NYC. 
Drawing Cycle (2016) premiered at FSU Evening 
of Dance, Dickey (2016) at Movement Research 
at the Judson Church, and her choreography for 
opera appeared at the Singapore Festival of Arts 
in composer Huang Ruo and director Jennifer 
Wen Ma’s Paradise Interrupted. These works 
were supported by the FSU FYAP award (2016), 
and a New York State Council on the Arts funded 
Movement Research Artist in Residence. Welliver’s 
current research is supported by a Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation funded Center for Performance 
Research Artist Residency (Brookylyn, NY) and by 
a COFRS award from FSU. These awards will allow 

“Studies in Dance Technology.” Financial support 
for technology courses was acquired through the 
Student Technology Fee Award, Field Recording 
for Site-specific Screendance Production. Glenn 
received nominations this year for the FSU 
Distinguished Teacher Award and the Ralph 
Stair Prize for Innovative Instruction.

Ilana Goldman has been busy teaching, 
choreographing, and performing. At the School 
of Dance, Ilana performed a solo of her own 
choreography, Interchange, for Evening of Dance; 
choreographed a solo, Atropos, for MFA candidate 
Anna Patsfall’s MFA Thesis Concert; and a 
group piece, All at Once, for the Days of Dance 
Concert. She was awarded a Transformation 
Through Teaching Award for her mentorship 
of MFA candidate Heather Boni. Off campus, 
she worked as a choreographer and guest artist 
with Bowen McCauley Dance, performing the 
solo, Song of the Birds, choreographed by Lucy 
Bowen McCauley at the Landsburgh Theatre and 
Signature Theatre in Washington D.C. Also on the 
program at the Signature Theatre was Petit Four, 
a work she choreographed for four company 
dancers, which premiered at the Maryland Youth 
Ballet Theatre in Silver Spring, MD. She taught 
at Perry-Mansfield Performing Arts School and 
Camp for a third summer, choreographing a 
work to live music by the C Street Brass Band in 
collaboration with Strings Music Festival. She also 
served as adjudicator and taught a master class 
for the American College Dance Association’s 
Northeastern Conference. 

Laura Paige Kyber was happy to complete her 
first season as MANCC’s Research Associate. She 
supported seven residencies by connecting artists 
to scholars and community experts and crafting 
engaging moments of reflection to further ideas 
and concepts being explored while in residence. 
She also helped implement and participated in 
MANCC’s inaugural choreographic lab program, 
MANCC Forward Dialogues, and worked with the 
director in evaluating MANCC’s pilot program that 

embeds cultural writers in artist residencies. In 
July, she began a low-residency graduate program 
at Wesleyan University’s Institute for Curatorial 
Practice in Performance while continuing in her 
position at MANCC. 

Alayna Lee completed her MFA from Florida 
State University’s School of Dance this past 
spring and enthusiastically joined MANCC as 
Residency Coordinator in April.

Carla Peterson completed her third year as 
director of MANCC, working with an exceptional 
staff to support 13 residencies for nationally 
significant artists as well as MANCC Forward 
Dialogues, a National Endowment for the Arts 
(NEA) supported inaugural choreographic 
laboratory. In support of three residencies, she 
secured a $40,000 NEA grant and a $22,600 
Princess Grace Foundation grant, and continued 
implementing the third year of The Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation grant that supported four 
residencies. She also initiated strategic planning 
related to the use of MANCC’s unique archives 
on creative process (video, photo, podcasts, 
ephemera), both within and without the university. 
She continued national service to the field: As 
a member on the Bessies Steering Committee 
and boards of Movement Research and Mount 
Tremper Arts; panelist and presenter for the 
2017 Herb Alpert Foundation Award ($75,000); 
and invited participant to the New England 
Foundation for the Arts’ (NEFA) convening, Art 
in the Service of Understanding: Bridging Artists, 
Military, Veterans and Civilian Communities, held 
in partnership with HowlRound. In addition, she 
co-hosted and moderated the panel “Untapped 
Resources: Partnering with Universities” at the 
Alliance for Artists Communities, was a panelist 
on Organizational Mergers, Strategic Alliances, 
and Transformation at the National Performance 
Network, and was an invited participant to 
NEFA’s National Dance Project and Chicago 
Dance Forum’s Regional Dance Development 
Initiative (RDDI).



Kehinde Ishangi, a visiting 
professor for 2016-2017 will 
extend her Visiting professorship 
into a full time assistant 
professor position adding to 
the Dance Sciences and Studio 
Practice faculty. Kehinde holds 
an MFA in Dance from Florida 
State University and a BA in 
Dance Pedagogy from Brenau 
University. She is a Franklin 
Method® Educator, certified 
GYROTONIC®, GYROKINESIS® 
AND STOTT PILATES® Instructor. 
As a dance scientist, she founded 
The Ishangi Institute to further 
her research and application of 
practices leading to the integral 
health and longevity of dancers 
and athletes. She has performed 
with classical and contemporary 
dance companies such as 
Ballethnic Dance Company and 
Cleo Parker Robinson Dance 
Ensemble. Internationally, she 
has worked with Compagnie 
James Carlès and Compagnie 
Georges Momboye. She has 
had the pleasure of working with 
Donald McKayle, Eleo Pomare, 
Milton Myers, Jawole Zollar, 
Gerri Houlihan, Christopher 
Huggins and Ron Brown, among 
others. Currently, Ms. Ishangi is 
a member of KM Dance Project 
and Narcisse/Movement Project.

The School of Dance launched three faculty searches during the fall and spring semesters. Keeping 
an eye on the School’s mission of providing the highest caliber of dance training, art making and 
scholarship; the search committees were tasked with finding candidates that could cultivate the 
individual creative voice within our students. Not just this, but in addition offering exposure to diverse 
technical and philosophical approaches. The SOD is pleased to welcome our newest faculty members.

FACULTY HIRES

New Faculty Join SOD

Tiffany Rhynard joins Dance 
Technology and Studio Practice 
faculty as an Assistant 
Professor. She is a filmmaker, 
choreographer, and activist. 
Having created over 60 works 
for stage and screen, her 
choreography, dance films, 
and documentaries have 
been presented nationwide 
and internationally, screened 
at film festivals such as 
Dancing for the Camera at 
the American Dance Festival 
and ScreenDance Miami 
where she won First Prize 
for her film Invisible Queens. 
Tiffany’s first documentary 
Little House in the Big House 
won best documentary at the 
Central Illinois Feminist Film 
Festival. Her most recent 
documentary Forbidden: 
Undocumented and Queer 
in Rural America premiered 
at Outfest in summer 2016 
where it received the Freedom 
Award for promoting justice 
and equality in the LGBTQ 
community. As a performer, 
Rhynard has danced for Gerri 
Houlihan, Laura Dean Dancers 
and Musicians, Chavasse 
Dance and Performance 
Group and in repertory works 
by Zvi Gotheiner.

Donna Uchizono will join 
the Studio Practice and 
Composition faculty line 
beginning in the Spring of 2018 
as an Associate Professor. She 
is a New York based dance 
artist and Artistic Director of 
Donna Uchizono Company. Her 
company has toured throughout 
the U.S, Europe, South America 
and Australia. Uchizono has 
received numerous awards and 
grants including a Guggenheim 
Fellow, “Bessie”, and a United 
States Artist Fellow. She has 
been commissioned to create 
work for notables such as 
Mikhail Baryshnikov, Paula 
Vogel, David Hammons and 
Oliver Sacks. In addition to 
her artistic achievements, 
Uchizono is active in the 
community and is committed 
to mentorship and advocacy 
for young dance makers 
through individual mentorship 
as well as through her 
company’s own choreographic 
mentorship program, “Shared 
Choreographic Practice.” She 
founded the Artist Advisory 
Board at Danspace Project, 
initiated a panel series on issues 
in the Dance Field at Gibney and 
has served as a grants panelist 
for various funding institutions.

FACULTY RETIREMENTS

Professor Rick 
McCullough Retires

During this year’s Days of Dance performances, the 
School of Dance celebrated the career of retiring 
Professor Rick McCullough. McCullough served 
as the Artistic Director for this year’s concert as 
well as presented his final choreographic work as 
a faculty member. 

McCullough began his early dance training at 
the North Carolina School for the Arts and the 
School of American Ballet. Professionally, he 
danced with North Carolina Dance Theatre and 
the Harkness Ballet before joining Netherlands 
Dance Theatre (NDT) in 1975. He spent ten years 
performing around the world with NDT under 
the direction of world renowned choreographer 
Jiří Kylián. After retiring from performing 
professionally, McCullough earned a B.F.A. from 
North Carolina School of the Arts and later an 
M.F.A. from the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro. He has served as the Ballet Master 
for the Pittsburgh Ballet, an Assistant Professor 
at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, 
and Director of the North Carolina School of the 
Arts Summer Festival Evening of Dance. In 2004, he 

completed an associate arts degree in Photographic 
Technology and apprenticed with photographers 
Lois Greenfield and Eduardo Patino in New York 
City. His dance photography has been published 
in “FSU Dance Magazine,” “Dance Magazine of 
Florida,” Eliza Minen’s The Ballet Companion, and 
Dr. Tom Welsh’s Conditioning for Dancers. 

McCullough joined the faculty at the Florida State 
University School of Dance in 2004. A few of the 
courses he has taught include “Ballet Technique,” 
“Partnering,” “Repertoire,” “Dance Photography,“ 
and “Theory and Practice in Dance Technique”. 
During his tenure at FSU he has choreographed 
many works and has given his time and talent 
to photograph many dance students for their 
portfolios. He served as the Artistic Director of the 
Tallahassee Ballet from 2009-2013, and has taught 
for many years at School of Dance’s Summer 
Intensive and Workshop for Young Dancers. 
McCullough has been married for 45 years to 
fellow dancer Susan McKee McCullough with whom 
he has two lovely daughters and is now the proud 
grandfather of two beautiful granddaughters.

for the development of three new choreographic 
works and three visual works in the 2017-2018 
performance season. Welliver continues her 
service on the Artist Advisory Committee for New 
York Foundation for the Arts, the governing body 
for the NYFA Artist Fellowship Program.

Tom Welsh co-hosted a conference of the Dance 
Science & Somatics Educators with Professor 
Pamela Geber Handman at the University of Utah 
in August. Gabriel Williams (MFA, 2017) and Ariel 
Traskos helped Tom make two presentations 
that Loren Davidson (MFA 2012), Veoletta 
Range Dyer (MFA, 2015), and Sarah Wilcoxon 
(MFA, 2016) helped prepare last summer: 
Researching Dance Training and Developing a 
Culture of Wellness in Dance. In October, Tom 

was awarded the Dance Educator Award by the 
International Association for Dance Medicine 
& Science (IADMS) in recognition of “rigorous, 
innovative and compassionate teaching.” Tom 
has been mentoring three student researchers 
who are conducting new research: One on dance 
skill generalization (Alyssa Velazquez), another 
on partnering (Gabriel Williams), and a third on 
performance coaching (Stephanie Rivas). He also 
worked with Danielle Pata to make revisions to her 
second turnout article, which is in press, and with 
Kaitlin Morgan to revise her “développé” article, 
which is under review. Tom has also been making 
preparations for a textbook writing project that 
will be the focus of his professional endeavors for 
the next 15 months. 



Jawole Willa Jo Zollar, FSU School of Dance’s 
Nancy Smith Fichter Professor of Dance and 
Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor at 
Florida State will be honored by The Bessies 
as the recipient of the 2017 NY Dance and 
Performance Award for Lifetime Achievement 
in Dance on Monday, October 9, 2017. 

Jawole, Founder and Artistic Director of Urban 
Bush Women, was born and raised in Kansas 
City, MO. She trained with Joseph Stevenson, 
a student of the legendary Katherine Dunham, 
and received a B.A. in dance from the 
University of Missouri at Kansas City and an 
M.F.A. in dance from Florida State University. 
In 1980, she moved to New York City to study 
with Dianne McIntyre at Sounds in Motion. 
She founded Urban Bush Women in 1984. 
In addition to 34 works for UBW, Jawole has 
created works for Alvin Ailey American Dance 
Theater, Philadanco, and others and with 
collaborators including Compagnie Jant-Bi 
from Senegal and Nora Chipaumire. She was 
named Alumna of the Year by Florida State 
University (1997), and awarded an Honorary 
Doctorate from Columbia College as well as 
honorary degrees from Tufts University and 
Rutgers University. She also received the 

Martin Luther King Distinguished Service 
Award from Florida State University. 
 
In 2006 Zollar received a NY Dance and 
Performance Award for her work as 
choreographer/creator of Walking With 
Pearl…Southern Diaries and is a nominee this 
year for her collaborative work with Taylor 
Mac in the category Outstanding Music/Sound 
Design. Featured in the PBS documentary Free 
to Dance, Zollar was designated a Master of 
African-American Choreography by the John 
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in 
2005; received a 2008 United States Artists 
Wynn fellowship; a fellowship from the John 
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation; the 
Doris Duke Performing Artist Award; the 2016 
Dance Magazine award; and the 2016 Dance/
USA Honor Award.

Above: Urban Bush Women in Hair & Other Stories. Photo by Hayim Heron.

FSU School of 
Dance Professor 
Honored 
with Lifetime 
Achievement 
Award
“Jawole Willa Jo Zollar has created groundbreaking 
dance with her company Urban Bush Women for more 
than three decades. In addition, her revolutionary 
insight into curating and her dedication to nurturing 
dance artists, particularly women choreographers of 
color, continues to transform and expand the dance 
landscape.”  

 - Lucy Sexton
Executive Director of The Bessies

“Dance for me is a 
deep yearning, love & 
investigation of the 
moving form. I joined 
the faculty of FSU 
in 1997 and its been 
an amazing, amazing 
journey.”

– Jawole Willa Jo Zollar



David Neumann (NY)
Returning Choreographic Fellow

Because Science 
August 14 - 21, 2016

This residency allowed David Neumann to 
continue early stage development of his 
latest project, Because Science. Inspired 
by his experience as a resident artist at the 
SETI Institute (Search for Extraterrestrial 
Intelligence), his inquiry stemmed from several 
questions that consider the unfathomable scale 
of time and space. While at MANCC, Neumann 
interviewed Dr. Jeremiah Murphy, Assistant 
Professor in FSU’s Department of Physics. 

Neumann will return to MANCC for two more 
residencies in support of Because Science.

This residency was supported by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 

Tere O’Connor (IL/NY)
Living Legacy Artist

Undersweet / Transcendental Daughter
August 31 - September 15, 2016

Living Legacy Artist Tere O’Connor developed the 
trio Transcendental Daughter that explores the 
boundaries of how much information a body can 
process, and transversely how much audience 
members can comprehend. He also remounted 
Undersweet from 2015, a choreographic 
meditation on how paradox finds expression in 
dance. O’Connor met with FSU neuroscientist Dr. 
Wen Li to study internal motivations of movement 
and how memory is housed in the body. O’Connor 
also hosted a conversation with students about 
trends in choreography, and offered a work-in-
progress showing. 

Both the duet and trio were performed as part of 
the NY Quadrille curated by Lar Lubovitch at The 
Joyce Theater in NYC and at The Dance Center at 
Columbia College, Chicago in October 2016. 

Writers Initiative

Since 2015, with support from The Andrew 
W. Mellon Foundation, MANCC has piloted 
an endeavor to embed writers with resident 
artists to support the thoughtful articulation 
of their creative process, finished work and 
oeuvre in the public realm. This early initiative 
embraces a longer-term goal of creating strong, 
contextualized packages for the artist and their 
audiences around contemporary work by living 
artists who are working in ways that push the 
form forward. 

Okwui Okpokwasili (NY)
Returning Choreographic Fellow

Poor People’s TV Room
July 1 - 21, 2016 & September 18 - October 10, 2016

Bessie Award-winning artist Okwui Okpokwasili 
developed Poor People’s TV Room with the 
support of two in-depth MANCC residencies. 
Inspired by The Women’s War of 1929 and the 
Boko Haram kidnappings in Nigeria, Okpokwasili 
explored issues of gender, culture, and identity 
through traditional Nigerian songs and dances 
blended with a contemporary aesthetic. At 
MANCC, she and her collaborators developed 
the movement vocabulary and framework for 
the piece. Writer Jenn Joy joined Okpokwasili 
in residence with support from MANCC’s 
Writers Initiative. 

Poor People’s TV Room premiered to critical 
acclaim at Lumberyard in November 2016 followed 
by performances at Walker Art Center and a two-
week run at New York Live Arts in April 2017. The 
work continues to tour across the country.

This residency was funded by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 

d. Sabela grimes (CA)
Visiting Artist

ELECTROGYNOUS
July 22 - August 7, 2016

d. Sabela grimes came to MANCC to develop 
ELECTROGYNOUS, a transmedia performance 
work that explores the Black gender spectrum. 
In addition to exploring the movement and 
multimedia aspects of the work, grimes met with 
FSU History professor Dr. Jennifer Koslow to 
investigate the history of African-Americans in 
the Tallahassee area. grimes and his collaborators 
also visited renowned musician George Clinton’s 
What Production Company in Tallahassee to 
immerse themselves in Clinton’s funk sensibility. 
Elements of ELECTROGYNOUS were shared in a 
public open rehearsal. 

This residency was supported by the New England Foundation for the Arts’ 
National Dance Project: Production residency for Dance grant, with funding from 
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 

YEAR IN REVIEW 

Maggie Allesee 
National Center for 
Choreography



MANCC Forward Dialogues

In May 2017 MANCC piloted a new program, 
MANCC Forward Dialogues (MFD), with support 
from the National Endowment for the Arts. MFD 
is a laboratory to support and catalyze the ideas 
of emergent movement-based artists working 
in urban settings around the United States. 18 
young artists were selected to participate in this 
first 10-day laboratory, led by three professional 
dance mentors. 

Ross Daniel (MFA, 2017) and Sarah Rose (MFA, 2019) develop new material 
as participants of MANCC Forward Dialogues

Camille Brown (NY)
Visiting Artist

ink
November 27 - December 8, 2016

Camille A. Brown further developed ink, the final 
installment of her identity trilogy. ink celebrates the 
rituals and gestural vocabulary ingrained in the lineage 
of the African Diaspora. Brown’s creative research 
was augmented through discussions with FSU 
scholar Dr. Alisha Gaines, whose teaching interests 
include African American literature, culture, black 
queer theory, and New Southern studies. A panel 
discussion with Brown and dramaturg Talvin Wilkes 
was moderated by FSU’s Jawole Willa Jo Zollar, and 
a work-in-progress showing concluded the residency. 

ink premieres in December 2017 at the Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts. 

The residency was funded by the Princess Grace Foundation.

Lin Hixson, Matthew Goulish 
& Every house has a door (IL)
Visiting Artists

The Three Matadores
January 8 - 21, 2017

Co-founders of the Chicago-based experimental 
theater company, Every house has a door, Lin 
Hixson and Matthew Goulish finalized their piece, 
The Three Matadors, while at MANCC. Inspired 
by poet Jay Wright’s work, The Presentable Art 
of Reading Absence, Hixson and Goulish explored 
the structure and themes of Wright’s abstract 
style through discussions and readings with writer 
and performance philosopher, Will Daddario. 
The residency culminated in a work-in-progress 
showing for faculty and students.

The Three Matadors premiered at University of 
Chicago’s Logan Center in March 2017, and tours 
to NYC in Fall 2017. 

Michelle Ellsworth (CO)
Visiting Artist

The Rehearsal Artist
October 16 - 26, 2016

Michelle Ellsworth came to MANCC to develop 
The Rehearsal Artist, which expands the tradition 
of generative art to live performance. Ellsworth 
experimented with improvisational scores, 
audience autonomy, and a newly constructed 
set apparatus. Additionally, she met with FSU 
Political Science faculty, Dr. Jens Grosser, to 
discuss group dynamics, game theory, and other 
social science experiments. Writer and critic 
Jennifer Krasinsky joined Ellsworth at MANCC. 

The Rehearsal Artist premiered at Bard College in 
April 2017, and continues to tour nationally. 

Ann Carlson (CA)
Living Legacy Artist

Dumbo Redacted / Elizabeth, the dance
October 31 - November 16, 2016

Returning to MANCC, Living Legacy Artist Ann 
Carlson continued to develop Dumbo Redacted, a solo 
performance that builds upon her celebrated Animal 
series. She met with sculptor and FSU Department 
of Art Chair, Carolyn Henne, and worked with School 
of Dance students to begin a new ensemble work, 
Elizabeth, the dance, that traces personal and public 
histories of embodiment and desire. 

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company premiered Elizabeth, 
the dance in April 2017 in Salt Lake City, Utah. 

This residency was funded by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 



As of 2017, the Maggie 
Allesee National Center for 
Choreography (MANCC) 
will have provided over 
120 professional artists 
from around the U.S., and 
their collaborators, with 
creative residencies. This 
process serves to afford 
the time and space for 
meaningful interactions, 
or Entrypoints, with our 
faculty and students. Since 
2011, over 167 Entrypoints, 
18 during the 2016-17 
School year, have been 
facilitated by MANCC. 
These opportunities, which 
can include interactive 
brown bag lunch discussions, 
informal showings, FORUM 
presentations, and panel 
discussions on contemporary 
topics, and as a part of 
the School of Dance’s 
“MANCC Experience” and 
“Global Perspectives” course 
curriculums, continue to 
lead to helpful relationships. 
These relationships can 
help catalyze networking, 
future career development, 
scholarly support, and even 
future employment with 
MANCC’s resident artists.  

Several artists including 
Michelle Ellsworth, Camille 
A. Brown, & Pam Tanowitz 
opened the doors on their 
rehearsal process to specific 
classes with curriculum 
aligned with ideas and 
concepts explored while 
in residence. These 
classes included Guest 
Artist Andre Zachary’s 
“Dance Technology” course, 
Professor Doug Corbin’s 
“Rhythmic Analysis” class, 
Professor Jawole Willa Jo 
Zollar’s “Directing” class, 
and a non-major Hip-
hop class lead by Andre 
Lumpkin (MFA, 2017).

MANCC 
Reflects on 
a Year of 
Connecting 
Students 
and Artists

Jasmine Booker (MFA 2018), Ebone Amos (MFA 
2019), & Olivia Hopkins (BFA 2020) were selected for a 
mentorship with Visiting Artist Camille A. Brown during 
the development of ink.

“It has been so incredible to be in this mentorship process. 
I felt welcomed by each collaborator, inspired by Brown’s 
artistry, and excited to be in the space with such amazing 
artists. I’m confident that the wisdom I’ve already seen in 
how Camille directs her team will continue to lead me as 
I grow those skills.”

Jasmine A. Booker (MFA 2018)

Photo: MANCC Artist Camille A. Brown with School of Dance students.

Pam Tanowitz (NY)
Visiting Artist
New Work for Goldberg Variations
February 1 - 13, 2017

Pam Tanowitz combined forces with celebrated 
pianist, Simone Dinnerstein, to further develop 
New Work for Goldberg Variations. The piece 
utilizes deconstructed classical movement 
vocabulary to explore what it means to create a 
new work for this iconic Bach score, which will be 
played live by Dinnerstein, one of the foremost 
interpreters of this music.  

Co-commissioned by FSU’s Opening Nights, 
the work will be presented in Tallahassee on 
December 1 - 2, 2017. 

Tanowitz’ residency was supported by the National Endowment for the Arts. 

Chris Schlichting (MN)
Visiting Artist
Trimming Macrame (working title)
February 15 - March 2, 2017

In the early stages of a new work, Schlichting 
explored his creative process, and connected 
with several FSU scholars across the fields 
of urban and regional planning, Caribbean 
literature, ethno-historiography, and dance and 
performance studies. Meditating on issues of 
identity politics and race, Schlichting explored 
movement as activism and personal salvation. 
The residency culminated in a work-in-progress 
showing open to FSU students and the public. 

The work will premiere in 2018 at the Lumberyard.

Schlichting’s residency was supported by the National Endowment for the Arts.

Cynthia Oliver (IL)
Returning Choreographic Fellow
Virago - Man Dem
March 17 - 25, 2017

Cynthia Oliver returned to MANCC to further her 
work on Virago-Man Dem, which excavates layers of 
racial and gender performance through the lens of 
Afro-Caribbean and African-American ancestries. 
Oliver worked to develop scenic elements including 
lighting, video projection, costume, and sound. 

A work-in-progress showing concluded the 
residency, and was attended by students, faculty, 
and Tallahassee community members.

Virago-Man Dem premieres at the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music in October 2017 and will 
continue to tour nationally. 

This residency was funded by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Bill Shannon (PA)
Visiting Artist
Touch Update
April 3 - 14, 2017

In Touch Update, Bill Shannon utilizes wearable 
technology and video installation to explore 
the implications of physical human contact in 
the digital era. While at MANCC, Shannon held 
discussions with scholars, Dr. Pradeep Bhide 
and Dr. Wen Li, in the field of neurology to 
explore how technology can impact the mind, 
and experimented with several set and prop 
designs. The residency culminated in a work-in-
progress showing. 

Touch Update will premiere at Pittsburgh’s Kelly 
Strayhorn Theater in 2018. 

Shannon’s residency was supported by the National Endowment for the Arts.



The 30th Anniversary of 
Friends of Dance will kick 
off a two-year campaign 
to sell every seat in the 
Nancy Smith Fichter Dance 
Theatre.  What better way 
to mark this celebration and 
honor Nancy Smith Fichter 
than sell out every seat in 
the house!  

For additional information, 
please contact:
 
LaToya Davis Craig
850.645-2449 
ldavis3@fsu.edu

To learn more about or to 
join FSU Friends of Dance, 
please visit:
dance.fsu.edu/get-
involved/friends-of-dance/

TAKE A SEAT

The Full 
House 
Project

FSU FRIENDS OF DANCE

President’s Letter

Photo: Ann Carlson and School of Dance students in an exploration during rehearsal. 

Many students also had 
the opportunity to work 
directly with MANCC 
artists in the studio:

Sarah Rose (MFA, 2019) & Jacqueline Cannon (BFA, 2017) 
were selected as understudy dancers during the development of 
Visiting Artist Pam Tanowitz’ New Work for Goldberg Variations. 

“Having the opportunity to work 
with Pam Tanowitz during her 
MANCC residency gave me great 
insight on what it is like to work 
with a contemporary artist in this 
field...in the studio I observed 
Pam’s choreographic strategies, 
[and] as a senior looking to 
participate in this type of work 
upon graduation, it was extremely 
informative to share the studio 
with these talented artists.” 

Jacqueline Cannon  (BFA, 2017)

Photo: Students rehearse with Pam Tanowitz.

Cheri Stokes (MFA, 2017) 
worked with Returning 
Choreographic Fellow Okwui 
Okpokwasili as a Rehearsal 
Assistant on Poor People’s 
TV Room.

Emily Kaniuka (MA/ADS, 
2018), Nika Sourakov (BFA, 
2018), Fatima Andere (BFA, 
2020), Marisa Fernandez 
(BFA, 2020), & Ciara 
Byrne (BFA, 2020) worked 
as Studio Assistants to 
Visiting Artist Michelle 
Ellsworth during her work on 
The Rehearsal Artist. 

Ross Daniel (MFA, 2017) 
worked as a Rehearsal 
Assistant for Visiting Artists 
Lin Hixson and Matthew 
Goulish of Every house as a 
door as they developed The 
Three Matadors.

Ryan McMullen (MFA, 
2018) & Ross Daniel (MFA, 
2017) worked with Visiting 
Artist Bill Shannon as 
Studio Assistants to develop 
Touch Update.

Ross Daniel (MFA, 2017), 
Sarah Rose (MFA, 2019), 
Megan Carvajal (MFA, 
2016), & Aimee Plauche 
(BFA, 2010) joined eighteen 
emerging choreographers 
from across the country in a 
ten-day immersive laboratory 
MANCC Forward Dialogues 
to hone their choreographic 
voices through personalized 
mentorship and cross-
disciplinary collaboration.

Heather Boni (MFA, 2017), Sarah Rose (MFA, 2019), Ross Daniel 
(MFA, 2017), Sydney Parker (BFA, 2019), Caroline Lebreche 
(BFA, 2018), Kameron Chatman (BFA, 2020), Megan Carvajal 
(MFA, 2016), Amanda Sieradzki (MFA, 2017), Julia Opiel (MFA, 
2019), Jacqueline Cannon (BFA, 2017), & Cheri Stokes (MFA, 
2017) worked with Living Legacy Artist Ann Carlson as dancers in 
the development of Elizabeth, the dance. 

“I feel so honored and privileged 
to have worked with Ann Carlson 
while she was in residence with 
MANCC. Ann gave us the agency 
to create in collaboration with 
her. I believe that my time with 
Ann was invaluable and will 
influence the way I work in my 
own rehearsals in the future.”

Julie Opiel (MFA, 2019)

It is my great honor to begin a term as 
President of the Friends of Dance. Since 
1990 I have been attending concerts at the 
FSU School of Dance and have appreciated 
the time and talent that faculty and 
students have exhibited over the years. I 
wanted to find a way to support the school 
and when I was invited to join the board, 
I saw this as a way to give back for all of 
the moving performances I had enjoyed. 
I was delighted to serve on the board and 

am now looking forward to following in the footsteps of the gifted 
individuals who have led the Friends of Dance for the past 30 years! 

The Friends of Dance Board is an esteemed group of accomplished 
people representing former professional dancers, local dance 
education programs, youth companies, retired dance faculty, 
and dance enthusiasts who share a common goal to support the 
students and faculty of the prestigious FSU School of Dance. Over 
the years our members may have changed but our mission remains 
the same. No matter how the world of dance evolves, our mission 
to provide scholarships and support for projects the program 
undertakes remains our focus.  We see this as our contribution to 
keeping FSU as a ranked Dance School that we are all proud to be 
associated with.
 
In our 30th year, we are looking forward to celebrating the 
successes of our collective past while introducing a number of new 
programs that will offer new opportunities for members as well as 
the dancers and faculty. We have seen some major changes in the 
school over the last several years and have said goodbye to some 
lovely dancers, faculty and friends always remembering that how 
we move forward will pay tribute to the legacy they leave behind.  We 
have been working with the new leadership on ways to bring ideas 
imagined years ago to life and are excited about the possibilities! 

Nancy Smith Fichter taught us above all to “Do it with Love”, 
and if we continue to truly appreciate and value our school and 
membership there will be no stopping us.  I sincerely hope all of 
our parents, faculty, and dance enthusiasts in the community 
will consider taking an active role in the Friends of Dance. We 
can do great things together and this is an exciting time to be 
involved with the Friends of Dance as we leverage our strengths 
and turn them into opportunities for the future! 

Respectfully,

Laurie Molina
Friends of Dance President, 2017



2017-2018 Scholarships
Dance Alumni Scholarship
Alexandra Lance

FSU Friends of Dance 
Scholarships

Academic Year
Fatima Andere  
Janet Cesarotti 
Kameron Chatman  
Bryana Dean 
Marissa Fernandez 
Alexandra Jean-Baptiste
Gianna Mercandetti  
Felisha Ortega de la Paz
Sarah Rose      
Brooke Rucker     
Nika Sourakov

Summer
Ashley Pierre-Louis  
Jessica Fernandez  

Marissa Fernandez 
Ryan McMullen   
Gianna Mercandetti  
Felisha Ortega de la Paz
 
Men’s   
Scott Lindenberg 
Chris Ortiz

Howell L. Ferguson & Sharon 
Maxwell-Ferguson Scholarship
Ashley Pierre-Louis
Mary Catherine Womack

Nellie Bond Dickinson & 
Mary B. Settle Scholarship
Ashley Casseta
Kameron Chatman  
Kentoria Earle   
Alexandra Jean-Baptiste 
Caroline Labreche  
Nikole Pittman   

Nika Sourakov      
Cydney Watson

Aileen Booth Shaw 
Modern Dance Scholarship
Olivia Hopkins

FSU Men’s Scholarship
Jeovanni Bonilla
Aigar Larinovos
Ryan McMullen
Trent Montgomery  
Maximo Olivera 
Christopher Ortiz

Wilson-Delores Auzenne 
Assistantship  
Ebone Amos
Cydney Watson

As a sophmore, I learned about a 
three-week intensive workshop at 
the Movement Invention Project in 
New York City. The workshop was 
expensive. But after talking with 
my family, friends, and mentors 
I knew in my heart it would be 

an  investment in my future. I had to figure out a 
way to go.  When I learned that I was awarded the 
Dickinson/Settle Award, the pieces all fell into place.

In the Summer of 2015, because of this award, I 
traveled to New York City for the first time. I learned 
techniques to invent my own movement which 
was to improvise. My time there changed the way 
I looked at ‘making movement’ and reinvigorated 
my passion for choreography and dance. I came 
back to Tallahassee with new concepts that led 
me to develop a piece that premiered at the Days 
of Dance as a pre-show performance. 

Bondie and Mary’s forethought helped me again at 
the end of my junior year.

A professor suggested the Saltzburg Experimental 
Academy of Dance’s Move Mentors program. 
The two-week program was a true immersive 
experience with a cohort of students from all over 
the world. I was one of only four native English 
speakers. We spent our days with experts like 
Judith Sanchez-Ruiz who had spent time in the 
Trisha Brown Company and Ricardo Ambrózio 
who taught us his Untamed Method. These methos 
were based on elements of flying low, parkour, 
break dance, martial arts, and capoeira.

The experiences I was able to pursue were ALL 
because of this award. I never knew the woman that 
professors call “Bondie” with such fondness but I will 
forever be grateful to her and to Ms. Settle for the 
investment they made in me.

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Rebecca Fitton - BFA, 2017
  

80 STUDENTS IN 15 
YEARS HAVE RECEIVED 
FUNDING TO PURSUE 
DANCE EXPERIENCES 
IN THE SUMMER.  

Why should I consider 
making a bequest to FSU 
School of Dance?

A bequest will enable you to 
support FSU Dance without 
affecting your current 
assets. This may provide 
an opportunity to make a 
much larger gift than would 
otherwise be possible. In 
fact, many of our donors are 
pleasantly surprised when 
they learn how much they 
can give when the total value 
of their estate is considered.

Is there a minimum amount 
I must give in order to make 
a bequest?

No. Whatever amount you 
wish to donate is welcomed 
and appreciated.

Are there other methods of 
making a legacy gift?

Yes, there are several 
ways to make a gift from 
your estate such as gift 
annuities (providing income 
for life), retirement funds, 
life insurance, charitable 
remainder trusts and others.  

For more information on 
giving, visit
fsu.planmygift.org 
and contact:

Jessica Sadowski Comas
Director of Development 
FSU College of Fine Arts
(850) 645-0701
jcomas@fsu.edu

SPOTLIGHT ON GIVING

Bondie: A Legacy 
Beyond the Barre

The names Nellie-Bond Dickinson and Mary B. Settle are 
written in the history books of FSU and can be found on 
the walls of Mongomery Hall. Dickinson led dance at the 
university from 1935 to 1963, a period that included the 
1947 transition from Florida State College for Women to 
co-ed Florida State University. She established the high 
artistic standards that inform the School of Dance today 
and with seriousness and style, set it on a path that has led 
to national prominence.

Settle also served on the faculty for FSU’s Physical 
Education Department for almost a decade until 1941. Her 
three-decade career in the American Red Cross has been 
heralded by the organization and by FSU. 
 
Dickinson & Settle remained an integral part of FSU with 
Settle serving on the Board of the FSU Alumni Association 
from 1997 until her death in January 2001. It was during this 
time that Bondie and Mary discussed their dream to create 
an endowment for the School of Dance with their family. Like 
many retirees, their income was fixed and their assets were 
primarily tied up in property. But through a testamentary 
provision in her will, Nellie-Bond Dickinson was able to make 
their dream a reality.

Through her careful planning, Nellie-Bond Dickinson 
and Mary B. Settle impact students every single year
through a lasting endowment. 
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